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Rica Guerrier, a smallholder farmer in 
Haiti, having just opened a delicious 
cacao pod. Seconds later, we are 
enjoying the fruit that surrounds the 
cacao seeds. 
Photo by Jesse Last

We are chocolate pioneers. 

Taza makes stone ground chocolate that 
is seriously good and fair for all.  From 
farm to factory, we do things differently.  
We do things better.

It starts with Taza Direct Trade.  We said 
no to predatory middlemen and abusive 
labor practices.  We created the chocolate 
industry’s first third-party certified Direct 
Trade cacao sourcing program, to ensure 
quality and transparency for all.  We have 
real, face-to-face relationships with growers 
who respect the environment and fair 
labor practices.  They provide us with 
the best organic cacao, and we pay them 
prices significantly higher than Fair Trade.  
In fact, you can see exactly what we pay 
them, in our groundbreaking Annual 
Cacao Sourcing Transparency Report. 

Taza Direct Trade means more money 
for farmers, the best cacao for us, and 
seriously good chocolate for you.

WE BELIEVE BOTH 
FARMER AND 

CHOCOLATE MAKER 
SHOULD SHARE IN THE 

REWARD OF MAKING 
A GREAT PRODUCT



Alex Whitmore, Taza Founder, 
hand carves millstones 

to make Taza Chocolate.
Photo by Michael Piazza



Sea Salt & Almond



DARK BARK
Taza Chocolate Dark Bark is a seriously satisfying snack with less sugar—just 6-7 grams per serving for most SKUs! 
Our 80% dark chocolate with crispy, protein-packed quinoa, and crunchy, craveable toppings for a delicious anytime treat. 
4.2 oz   |  Case of 12 Bags 

Pumpkin Seed
80% dark chocolate with crispy quinoa, 

toasted pumpkin seeds and sea salt.  

Toasted Coconut
80% dark chocolate with tasty 

toasted coconut and crispy quinoa.

Sea Salt & Almond
80% dark chocolate paired with sea 

salt, roasted almonds and crispy quinoa.

Peppermint
80% dark chocolate with the cool crunch 

of peppermint stick and crispy quinoa. 

Coconut Almond
80% dark chocolate with crispy quinoa, 
toasted coconut and roasted almonds.

NEW!



Maple Pecan
70% dark chocolate 

with the classic, cozy combo of 
maple and toasted pecans.

Espresso Buzz
70% dark stone ground 

chocolate with a bold crunch of 
whole roasted espresso beans.

Coconut Almond
80% dark stone ground chocolate 

blended with coconut and 
toasted almonds.

AMAZE BARS
Prepare to be amazed. Our Amaze Bar line takes stone ground chocolate to another 
dimension by mixing incredible flavor combinations into our minimally processed, bold 
chocolate. 

2.5 oz   |  Case of 10 Bars  

Sea Salt & Almond



Toffee, Almond & Sea Salt
60% dark chocolate with a trifecta of 

tasty: toffee, almond and sea salt. 

Wicked Dark-95%
Wicked good 95% dark 
stone ground chocolate.  

Sea Salt & Almond
80% dark chocolate with a crave-worthy 
combo of roasted almonds and a sea salt.

Cacao Crunch
80% dark stone ground chocolate 

with a crunch of cacao nibs.

Coconut
70% dark stone ground chocolate 

kissed with coconut. 

Raspberry Crunch
60% dark chocolate with a burst of 

raspberry and cacao nib crunch.





Coffee
Counter 
Culture Coffee. 
55% Dark.

Cinnamon
True 
cinnamon.  
50% Dark.

Salted 
Almond
Roasted in house.  
40% Dark.

Vanilla
Organic
vanilla beans.  
50% Dark.

Guajillo 
Chili 
A slow burn.  
50% Dark.

CHOCOLATE MEXICANO DISCS
One jaw-dropping bite of stone ground chocolate in Oaxaca inspired Alex Whitmore 

to create Taza Chocolate. Experience the marriage of Mexican tradition and American craft 
in each of our boldly textured Chocolate Mexicano discs. Each package has two 1.35 oz discs.

2.7 oz   |  Case of 12 discs 

Chipotle 
Chili
Smoky heat.
50% Dark.

Super 
Dark
Bold, not bitter. 
85% Dark.

Cacao Puro
Cacao & cane 
sugar.
70% Dark.

Chocolate Mexicano Disc Display
(20”H x 7”L x 12”D)

FREE with qualifying order.



ORIGIN BARS
You can’t get any closer to the source than Taza Chocolate.  No one else works directly with farmers to 
source high quality, Direct Trade beans, then stone grinds them into perfectly unrefined chocolate that 
lets cacao shout loud and proud. So, close your eyes, take a bite, and travel to cacao country. 

2.5 oz | Case of 10 bars  

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
60% DARK

Sweet and bright. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
70% DARK

Powerful and balanced. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
80% DARK

Robust and delicious.

BOLIVIA
87% DARK

Delightfully earthy. 



Seriously Good 
Stone Ground 

CHOCOLATE 
3 BAR COLLECTION

A tantalizing trio of our seriously 
good Amaze Bars. This 

ready-to-give, library-style gift box 
hits a perfect price point. 

Contains three 2.5 oz bars: Sea Salt 
& Almond, Coconut, and Toffee. 

Case of 10

Chocolate 
Mexicano Sampler

A fun, affordable 
assortment.  Contains eight 
1.3 oz Chocolate Mexicano 
discs: Cacao Puro, Coffee, 
Chipotle Chili, Cinnamon, 

Guajillo Chili, Salted Almond, 
Super Dark, and  Vanilla.  

Case of 6

Chocolate 
Mexicano

Classic Collection
Mexican stone ground 

chocolate tradition. Contains 
six 2.7 oz Classic Chocolate 
Mexicano discs: Cinnamon, 
Coffee, Guajillo Chili, Salted 

Almond, Cacao Puro, and  Vanilla.              
Case of 6

TAZA CHOCOLATE GIFTS
Taza’s unique, vibrantly packaged gifts are a perfect any-occasion treat for the serious chocolate lover.

Oaxacan Sampler
A celebration of the culinary 
richness of Oaxaca. Contains 

four 1.3 oz Chocolate 
Mexicano Discs: Cacao Puro, 

Cinnamon, Guajillo Chili, 
and Vanilla.                    

Case of 12                                       



60% dark with crushed 
peppermint stick and crunchy cacao nibs.

Spiked Eggnog
55% dark Dominican cacao with 

the warm essence of rum.

Peppermint Stick

Cranberry Pumpkin Spice
70% dark with cranberries, pumpkin pie spice, 

and a crunch of pumpkin seeds. 

Gingerbread Cookie
60% dark with warm spices and 

a gingerbread cookie crunch.

HOLIDAY 
Fun flavors and seasonal offerings.  
DISCS 2.7 oz | Case of 12 
BARS 2.5 oz | Case of 10 
Available Beginning in September



CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS & NIBS
Whole roasted nuts coated in Taza stone ground 55% dark chocolate.  

Chocolate Covered 
Almonds

Chocolate Covered 
Cashews

Chocolate Covered 
Hazelnuts

Chocolate Covered Almonds, Hazelnuts, or Cashews 8 oz cans |  Case of 6 cans 



At Taza we make stone ground, organic 
chocolate.  Cacao is so complex in flavor 
that we want to let it shout loud and proud.  
That is why we do less to bring you more.  
We stone grind cacao beans into perfectly 
unrefined, minimally processed chocolate 
with bold flavor and texture, unlike anything 
you have ever tasted.

Taza is committed to sourcing quality, organic 
ingredients from farms that use sustainable 
growing practices.  All of our chocolate is 
Certified USDA Organic and Non-GMO 
Project Verified. 

To source the best cacao for Taza Chocolate, 
we cultivate direct relationships with growers 
and pay a premium over the Fair Trade price.  
We pioneered the first third-party certified 
Direct Trade cacao sourcing program in the U.S., 
to ensure transparency and fairness for all.

561 Windsor Street
Somerville, MA 02143
t. 617.623.0804 x2  

f. 617.716.2085
e. wholesale@tazachocolate.com

tazachocolate.com

NON

Project
VER I FIE D

nongmoproject.org

GMO

HAND CARVED 
GRANITE MILLSTONE

We hand carve our millstones. 
There are two stones in each 

molino. One stone remains fixed, 
while the other rotates to grind 

Cacao Nibs into 
Chocolate Liquor. 


